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About This Game

Build your own city and make heaps of money in this addictive strategy game.

Construct beautiful and functional city zones with plenty of modern blocks and keep your residents happy by providing all
services they need, and they will reward you with a tidy profit. It’s up to you how to play - you can work your way to the top in
the comprehensive campaign mode or you can create and play your own custom scenarios. Build dozens of houses, structures

and other buildings. Trophies and awards available for the meticulous gamer!

Construct beautiful and functional city zones.

Build dozens of houses, structures and other buildings.

Win trophies and awards in 24 unique campaign scenarios.

Play your own custom scenarios.

Reach up to 22 achievements.
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If you want a historical accurate game. Then this turn based game is for you. I got really impressed at the second dynasty. Yes
you can build great pyramids. But if you build too many big ones, then first the building costs become a problem, but and that's
very well designed later also the maintenancecosts go through the roof. Just like in real history happened, your later pyramids or
mastabas tend to get smaller again.
I think i'm going to play this as much or more as Clarus Victory earlier games.. Really nice. My brothers and I play this while
waiting for everyone to get on their computers before choosing what game we want to play that night and so because it's free it
works as a filler game well. I really wanted to like this game, but the in-game mechanics are busted. There is nothing more
frustrating than having half your team drilling it on the front to chase down a break, and not making a dent in the gap. The
counter to the sprints is wrong as well, you think you have it, but SURPRISE, it counted down to the 1K mark. The menus and
scheduling are better than the last version I played (2015), but the AI is so maddening, it makes the game pretty much
unplayable.. Really love this game rn, its definitely in its early stages but it runs quite well and the gameplay is unique and very
nice to just relax yet have something fun to do.

Pros:
Controls well, unlike a lot of PC cooking games controlled by mouse
Unique atmosphere
You can clean the dishes and reuse them
Restocking your supplies

Overall just a really nice game!

*Things to improve\/suggestions*

1. First noticeable 'complaint' I have is that I found it very confusing for the first time, took me like 30mins to figure out how to
buy food in bulk then individual, make food, clean dishes, where to cook what etc = suggestion> make a Tips pop up that you
can disable for future

2. This game ought to have a main menu screen so you don't have to keep relauching the game if you want to go afk but dont
want to lose rep ingame, but just in general too, should be able to back out to main menu

3. Would like more sound effects than just the customer bell

4. Not urgent but the gnomes could look a little better considering the textures of everything else in the game are significantly
better and more detailed.

5. this is not a con just a suggestion, would really enjoy this game with a co-op feature one day, even just sandbox so you and
your friends and just chill in the Inn and make some SOOP

All in all, for early access, Im really impressed with this game. I tend to have a habit of buying games that i think *look* good
but then the gameplay sucks, this ain't one of those times! I'd recommend getting it on sale as i think full price may be a little
steep considering the bugs at the moment but its def worth getting if you like semi casual games with something to do.. Where
can I get the soundtrack?!. This game is just another clash of clans rip off game.. Way too early for early access. Three stats,
one for each fighting style. That's about it. A really bad durability system. And 1 identify orb for every 30 unidentified items
you find... pass.. Save your money do not bye this game
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Best for Newcomer
Worst for Professional
Good for Medium Taks Editing
Uninstall your Illegal software and buy this while discount. 4.5/10

As other reviewers have noted, Multicellular has a fantastic concept. You'll play as a bacterium, drifting around in a puddle (at
least in the "evolution" mode). As you take in energy (whether plant or animal matter), you can then mutate. You can add cells
that increase your defense, allow you to shoot projectiles, or even cells that provide spikes to hurt other bacteria that brush up
against you, among other things.

I bought Multicellular to play with a friend - I thought it might be interesting to create complementary cells that could support
each other in the fray. However, the "evolution" mode is very freeform. You choose how long you'll attempt to survive and what
organisms you'll encounter (all are enabled by default). During one game, I was immediately captured in the V-shaped crevice
of a fast-moving organism. I was killed rather quickly, as I couldn't generate the thrust in my beginning flagella to escape.

Although the game also includes "genetic superiority," "king of the puddle," and "football" modes, I wanted to play with my co-
op partner against the game rather than against other human players (I'm also not sure how active the Multicellular community is
at this point).

Rather than figure out for myself which organisms are the most deadly or what time limit presents an adequate challenge, I
would prefer for the developer to put in this work - perhaps a campaign that starts players against lower-level bacterium with
only certain unlocks available. As you progress, you'd encounter organisms that are more difficult to deal with and you'd unlock
new options for mutation. Perhaps levels could have their own challenges, such as a level that must be played as a carnivore or
levels with more storms or darkness than usual. At the very least, it would be beneficial for the game to provide difficulty levels:
perhaps "easy" and "normal" could provide a certain subset of monsters and a predetermined time limit?

As it stands, it's very much up to the player to dig through the game settings and decide which bacteria are most deadly and what
sort of time limit would be suitable. Although it's nice to have so many options available, it's more overwhelming than anything
to attempt so much to "create your own fun.". i bought this game and i must say this, DON'T waste your money.... Extremely
buggy with item placement, buggy with customers and starting off, worth $5 max.. Everything is dark and the only monster is
me.
pls send help.. Someone described this as babies first tower defense game. They were right, but this old guy still enjoyed it. If
you love tower defense, you'll like this game. Its nothing special though.. This game cured my stage 4 cancer.. This game is
brilliant once you get past the initial hurdles of some technical issues.

It's got amazing voice acting and music, an epic story and great atmosphere. Really feels like the writers created genuine
characters and put time into building the lore.

The environments are jaw-dropping and the animations are stunning.

Navigation is, to put it simply, painful. Once you realise you need to click on the ground it's ok. Character movement is slow, so
if you want to speak to everyone it can take forever...

Less impressed by the combat which felt unnecessary, clunky and more like playing tennis than sword fighting. It didn't bring
anything extra and is probably the only time I didn't buy the animations or audio. A cutscene would have been just as good.
Luckily it is not a frequent game mechanic.

Also not really sure how I feel about 2D characters which most of the time don't fit at all with the rest of the game.

I respect the fact devs have been fixing the biggest issues since the game came out. Maybe they will improve navigation too.
They also released the soundtrack and art book (I love them).

The gameplay isn't difficult and it's not a classic point and click game with puzzles but the story and quality of the animations
make it really worth it. If great performance and stories are what you're after you should get it no questions asked.. Bobbin dem
bubbles
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